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Recreation administration senior Justin Watty waits for the ball at first base while history sophomore Steffan 
Garliclc hustles during the softball intramural semi-finals on Tuesday at Cal Poly /  Photo by Joseph P. Johnston
Football scrim m age gears Mustangs for Div. 1
l y Randy Halstead
S u m m «  Staff Wrilef _
Sweat poured and grass flew Saturday as Cal Poly football held its first controlled scrim­mage for the 1995 season at Mustang Stadium.The scrimmage, which began at 2 p.m., gave the team a chance to fine-tune all aspects of its game.After an hour of stretching, running, and practicing ball drills, the team conducted the scrimmage.The team practiced several running and passing plays as well as field goal kicks and goal line stands.Cal Poly football begins its second season as a Division 1-AA team Sept. 2 at home against Western Montana.Andre Patterson also begins
his second season as the Mus­tangs’ head coach.Patterson, who came to Cal Poly from Washington State University, said he was happy with Saturday’s scrimmage.
T h e  scrimmage w ent very w e ll 
I could tell the team wanted to 
ploy hard.”
Andre Patterson
Cal Poly football coach
“The scrimmage went very well,” he said. “I could tell the team wanted to play hard.”Patterson led Cal Poly to the 1994 American West Conference (AWC) championship with a record of 7 wins and 4 losses.Patterson said he was im­pressed with the offensive line’s performance Saturday. He said
they were effective at opening up holes to help get the running game going.He said he was also pleased with the coverage provided by the defensive secondary. He said they did a good job making it dif­ficult for the receivers to catch passes.Patterson said quarterback Mike Fisher’s throwing was a strong point in the scrimmage.Fisher, who broke eight school records in 1994, will lead the of­fense again this year. He passed for a record 2,536 yards last year, according to an American West Conference media guide.Patterson said his main con­centration in getting ready for this season will be improving the team’s consistency.“We don’t want a roller­coaster,” he said.
ly Georgs Tlbbiti
Asocited Press
SELATTLE (AP) — It took four years to create, was bitten by lots of bugs and subjected to a Justice Department investiga­tion.And so Microsoft Corp. wanted to make sure people knew that Windows 95 went on sale Thursday. Really, really sure.No product has ever received the build-up given to the com­pany’s new software for running a personal computer, a device that’s not even found in most homes.M icrosoft a lre a d y  had  marketers amazed by its plans for a prime-time "iV special, newspaper inserts and carnival and satellite broadcast with Jay Leno from its suburban Seattle headquarters. It even got the Rolling Stones to license the song “Start Me Up” for a 'TV spot.And then Wednesday, the company revealed it would pay to light the Empire State BuilcLng in Windows 95 colors and buy out the press run of Thursday’s
Times of London to pass out free with a Windows 95 insert.“I think this is unprecedented in breadth and scope,” said Rick Sherlund, technology industry analyst at Goldman Sachs. “It’s become a media extravaganza.”Windows 95 information also will be splashed across the Inter­net and on commercial on-line services, including its own Microsoft Network that goes into operation Thursday.Microsoft said it was spending about $200 million this fiscal year on advertising, mostly for Windows 95, the on-line service and Windows 95 products. Ad­vertising  for Windows 95 products by other companies will total hundreds of millions more.When the hype is over, buyers will be left with a program that does a lot more than the current version of Windows but is not much different from products by IBM and Apple Computer Inc.
But since Windows is the foundation program for eight out of 10 computers, the advance af­fects many more people. The cur­rent version of Windows has
State SAT scores rise 
but universities show 
decline in enrollment
By Stsvs Gaissingsr
Asocioted Press
SACRAMENTO (AP) — California high school students achieved higher scores on 1995 Scholastic Assessment Tests. But fewer students are enrolling in California universities, a trend that troubles the state schools’ chief.“Chilling statistics indicate that while more and more stu­dents are becoming college ready, fewer and fewer in both percent and actual numbers are enrolling in the University of California and California State University systems,” said state Superintendent of Instruction Delaine Eastin.California high school seniors’ average math score on the col­lege entrsince exams rose three points from last year to 485. The California math score for 1995 is three points above the national average.High school seniors’ average score for verbal skills rose four points from last year to 417. But that score remained 11 points below this year’s national average of 428.The maximum score in each section of the test is 800.By another measure, nearly 19 percent of California high school seniors had math scores of more than 500 and over 9 per­cent, scores of more than 600. In verbal skills, nearly 16 percent had scores of more than 450 and
3 percent, more than 600.More students scored above 500 or 600 than a decade ago, when California’s academic renaissance began under former schools chief Bill Honig. A score of 500 or more is considered good; 600 or more, excellent.The more students who take the test, the more comprehensive and accurate the results. About45 percent of California high school seniors — some 127,400 students — took the test com­pared to about 41 percent nation­ally.In a reflection of California’s demographics, more minority students took the test in Califor­nia compared to the national average.About 55 percent of the test takers  in C alifornia were minorities, compared to 31 per­cent nationally. Some 35 percent of those who took the test last year were minorities.California, compared to the nation, had 2.5 times as many test takers who did not speak English as their first or only lan­guage. Nationally, 8 percent said they spoke another language before they learned English. In California, 20 percent spoke another language first.The name of the examination was changed to the Scholastic Assessment Test from Scholastic Aptitude Test when it was revised last year.
See SAX page 830-year-old eucalyptus falls in wake of patio constuction
By Midioel Koufmoa
Summet Staff Writer
Windows 95 makes long awaited debut
been loaded on more than 100 million PCs.Computer makers, software writers, distributors, retailers and the people who invest in them have all been eager for Windows 95.It has a relatively small price tag, about $100. But buyers are likely to spend several hundred dollars more to accommodate it by adding memory, upgrading their main processing chip or buying new, compatible software.Some people may wait to buy a new computer or for applica­tions programs, like word proces­sors and spreadsheets, to be im­proved for Windows 95.Many companies are also ex­pected to wait and see if any problems turn up before going to the expense of converting. Analyst Sherlund notes the product has received generally favorable reviews and been wide­ly tested.Microsoft began working on Windows 95, then code-named Chicago, in 1991 and hoped to begin selling it in April 1994.
See WINDOWS page 8
A healthy, nurturing tree planted on Campus Way before the Vietnam War, was cut down from its natural environment to make way for construction.According to Edward Noretto, director of facility services, the 30-year-old Eucalyptus tree and two other trees have been cut to make room for a reception area.“The Eucalyptus was healthy, but one of the smaller trees was half dead,” said Noretto.The area will be designed for dinner parties and other such ac­
tivities for the Alumni House on campus.'ITie older tree, which stood over 50 feet tall and four feet in diameter, has been reduced to a mound of soil.Steven Shockley, director of alumni relations, admitted his discontent with removing the trees, but said the trees needed to be cut for many reasons.“'The tree would not work with the landscape,” he said in a som­ber voice. ’^ Tiere were also little ball-bearing-like droppings that fell from the tree that could be­come dangerous for some of the 
See TREE page 8
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Think the O.J. trial is 
representative of the 
justice system?
Amateur golf champion 
Tiger Woods has attracted 
quite a following 
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0 Prepare your palette for good food and drink at the Central Coast Wine Festival
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More Rwandan refugees flee New Bosnian delegation sent S.F. mayor calls for eviction
By Barry Sdiwaid
Associated Press
By Chege Mbitir«
Auociaied Press
GOMA, Zaire (AP) — More than 133,000 frightened refugees with little food or water have fled into the hills and countryside to avoid being expelled back to their hos­tile homelands, raising fears of new epidemics and mass starvation.“Getting any assistance to them is going to be impos­sible, and we don’t know how long they can last out there in those conditions,” Ron Redmond, a spokesman for the U.N. refugee agency in Geneva, said Wednesday.Most of the fleeing refugees took only small amounts of food, and officials said their huge numbers would quickly contaminate the water supply.Yet Zaire said it would continue to force the refugees back across the border, despite warnings of an epidemic similar to that which killed 50,000 refugees in Goma last year.Officials in Zaire have complained the 1.8 million refugees on its soil — more than any other country — have disrupted normal life in border areas and caused considerable environmental damage.“We are the victims of our hospitality,” said Gen. Pama Baramotto, a Zairian military commander.In Washington, State Department spokesman David Johnson said Zaire was violating international law and could precipitate a “human disaster” if it continues to expel refugees.Almost all the refugees in eastern Zaire are Hutus from Rwanda and Bunindi, two small Central African countries with similar ethnic makeups — and ethnic strife.Nearly 2 million Hutus fled Rwanda in July 1994 when Tutsi-led rebels seized power. Hutu-led militias had killed an estimated 500,000 people, mostly minority Tutsis, in the preceding months and the refugees feared retaliation.Bumndian Hutus, who have long been dominated by their country’s 'Tutsi minority, fled after the country’s first Hutu president was killed in a failed 1993 coup, sparking ethnic violence that killed more than 100,000.Aid officials said at least 2,000 people had been forced across the border on Wednesday — 13,000 to 18,000 since Saturday, when the expulsions began. Many more fled to escape repatriation.At a group of camps around Uvira on the northern edge of Lake Tanganyika, some 100,000 refugees ran into the hills when Zairian soldiers approached, said Peter Kessler, a spokesman for the U.N. refugee agency in Nairobi.More than 13,000 refugees fled into the countryside around Bukavu and 20,000 more from Goma.“This has all the makings of a disaster,” Kessler said. “People see a Zairian soldier and they run into the hills.”Among the Rwandan refugees are soldiers, militiamen and officials of the former government who are blamed for planning and carrying out the massacres in Rwanda. Rwanda’s government has charged that Hutu militants are rearming in the refugee camps and preparing to at­tack Rwanda.
The Rwandan government was screening those who returned for possible involvement in last year’s killings.spokesman Fred Eckhard in New York said “a small number” of the refugees had been detained in Rwanda on suspicion of war crimes.____________________________
WASHING'TON (AP) — Eulogizing three fallen diplomats. President Clinton vowed Wednesday to carry on a struggle for peace in Bosnia and ordered a revamped U.S. diplomatic delegation to return to Europe this weekend.The group, headed by Assistant Secretary of State Richard Holbrooke, will meet with Bosnia’s president and allied governments in Paris, then go on to the Balkans in midweek. They will be carrying a seven-point U.S. plan aimed at ending the war in the former Yugos­lav republic by dividing the country into ethnic zones.Speaking at a memorial ceremony at Fort Myer, Va., for three U.S. officials killed in a road accident Saturday near Sarajevo, the Bosnian capital, the president declared: “Let us resolve to carry on their struggle with the strength, determination and caring they brought to their families, their work, and their very grateful nation.”Clinton awarded Robert Frasure, Joseph Kruzel and S. Nelson Drew posthumous medals for their work in the Balkans. “Each represented the finest qualities of American citizenship,” he said.The president spoke separately with their families before the service. In his public remarks, he said to them, “The American people mourn your loss and share your grief.”He had interrupted a vacation in Wyoming to fly here to pay tribute to the men, who died when a French truck carrying American mediators on the treacherous, rain- sodden Mount Igman road moved to a shoulder to make way for a convoy and plunged into a ravine.There are other roads into Sarajevo, but State Departs ment officials said Bosnian Serbs, who control them, could not guarantee the security of the American delega­tion.Ironically, the leader of the Bosnian Serbs, Radovan Karadzic, has offered safe passage to the U.S. delegation when it returns to the Balkans. A State Depairtment spokesman, David Johnson, said, “We would be pleased to explore other routes that would be safer.”The delegation headed by Holbrooke and with four new members will leave on Sunday for two meetings in Paris — with Bosnian President Alija Izetbegovic, who will be visiting France, and with British, French, German and Russian officials.The group will go on to the Balkans, not announcing their specific stops for safety reasons, Johnson said.Before flying back to Wyoming, Clinton met with his senior advisers. Secretary of State Warren Christopher, Secretary of Defense William Perry, U.N. Ambassador Madeleine Albright and Gen. John Shalikashvili, chair­man of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and with the revised U.S. delegation.“There can be no more fitting tribute to ovu* colleagues than to persist with new vigor the efforts for which they gave their lives,” Mike McCurry, the White House spokesman, said in a statement.Joining the U.S. mission will be Roberts B. Owen, a Washington lawyer who helped form a Muslim-Croat federation in Sarajevo in March; Brig. Gen. Donald Ker- rick, director of the Defense Department’s national military intelligence center; James Pardew, director of Perry’s Balkans task force, and Christopher Hill, director of the State Department’s office for South and Central Europe. ____________________________________
By Rldivd Cols
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SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Homeless campers heckled Mayor Frank Jordan on Wednesday as he announced details of “Matrix II,” his campaign to sweep them out of Golden Gate Park by the weekend.The city’s crackdown comes in the wake of a shooting last weekend in which a homeless man allegedly shot and wounded three park campers and a police officer and killed a police dog.Jordan abruptly ended a flower-backdropped news conference at McLaren Lodge in the park when homeless people confronted him with shouts of, "Why don’t you spend the night in the park?” and “Where are we going to go?”But before leaving, he reiterated his plan to end illegal camping in the park.“We will, by the time it’s over, take back our parks,” said Jordan.The mayor disputed estimates by homeless advocates that 500 people spend the night in the park, most in the western end near the beach. He said gardeners put the number closer to 100, and have identified 42 encamp­ments.He complained the illegal campers leave trash, human waste and even syringes in the 1,000-acre park, which is visited annually by 12 million people.Through Friday, he said, social service workers accom­panied by police will canvass park campers to determine their needs and offer counseling and referrals. But on the weekend, police will begin citing and removing violators, Jordan said.He noted that a San Francisco federal judge had ruled Friday that Matrix, the version of the program used in downtown areas, is constitutional, and called his park plan “Matrix II.”Homeless advocates ridiculed the plan, calling it elec­tion-year politics by the mayor, who faces a tough battle in November to retain his post.“There are just under 1,400 shelter beds in San Fran­cisco, and by the city’s own estimate there are 8,000 to 10,000 homeless people on the streets — general mathe­matics will tell you that don’t compute,” sadd Ray Master- son of the Coalition for the Homeless.Kim Valadez of Swords to Plowshares said the park crackdown would simply reshuffle the homeless.“We usually refer people to the Salvation Army shel­ter, but they told us today that the city has reserved 40 of their 50 beds for this,” Valadez said.Masterson said men’s shelters in the city now hold nightly lotteries for the few available beds. Until the city stopped keeping figures, he said, they repiorted turning away 16,000 people a month from overcrowded shelters.But the mayor said many in the shelters should not be there. ’They receive General Assistance welfare grants and, under a new measure approved by voters, part of their check can be sent directly to landlords. That will allow the city to move them into hotels or cheap apart­ments, he said.Homeless advocates respond that there simply is not enough cheap habitation in a city that annually rates as having the most expensive housing in the country.Sister Bemie Galvin of Religious Witness with Home­less People warned that park residents were not likely to submit meekly to the .crackdown.
ATTENTION STUDENTS
DO YOU NEED MONEY FOR COLLEGE?Our Personalized Computer Search will help you find money to pay for througland Cooperative Work Study Programs. The opportunities are numerous —CO Ilei {h Scholarships, Fellowships or Grants, Internships, Loans,
FINANCIAL AID FOR COLLEGE
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"The preferred housing option for Cal Poly students! Privately owned residence hall 7,14, & 19 weekly meal plans Single and Double rooms FREE parking Minutes from Cal Poly Computer lab Academic tutoring Activities program Heated pool Weight room Rec Room 
Housekeeping
1050 Foothill Blvd.. SLO 93405 Call 544-4540 or stop by for a tour between 9 & 5!
SUMMER MUSTANG THURSDAY, AUGUST 24, 1995Abortion clinic murder suspect to stand trial
By Robin Estrfai
AÓocioted P ie s
DEDHAM, Mass. (AP) — A judge found John Salvi III com­petent Wednesday to stand trial on murder charges in a shooting rampage that left two people dead at abortion clinics.Superior Court Judge Barbara Dortch-Okara said prosecutors had presented a “preponderance of evidence” proving Salvi was competent to go to trial. No trial date was set but the judge said she was aiming for December.Salvi, 23, has said he wants to stand trial and will accept the death penalty if convicted. He has repeatedly tried to make statements during numerous court appearances and rambled to a defense psychiatrist about a conspiracy ag a inst Roman Catholics.
He sat emotionless in court Wednesday, handcuffed and wearing a bulletproof vest.
Salvi, from Hampton, N.H., is charged with killing two recep­tionists and wounding five other people in the Dec. 30 shootings
Prosecutors hove sold Solví 
plotted the shooting spree out of 
fierce opposition to abortion.
at two suburban Boston clinics that offer a variety of health ser­vices for women, including abor­tions.
Prosecutor John Kivlan said it will take him about three weeks to lay out his case during the
trial. Salvi’s defense team al­ready has filed an appeal of the competency ruling to the state’s Supreme Judicial Court.
Prosecutors have said Salvi plotted the shooting spree out of a fierce opposition to abortion. He was arrested Dec. 31 in Nor­folk, Va., after allegedly firing 20 shots at a building that housed an abortion clinic. Nobody was injured there.
Salvi has refused to cooperate with his attorneys and one of them, Janice Bassil, said she is uncertain if that will change as they prepare his defense.
Had the judge found Salvi to be incompetent, he would have been committed to a state psychiatric hospital until he was determined to be competent to stand trial.Newspaper disputes judge’s non-publication order
Assodotsd Prssi
RIVERSIDE, Calif. (AP) — A judge in a Riverside County serial murder case unsealed juror information but barred a newspaper from publishing it.'The Press-Enterprise sought comment from jurors who recom­mended the death penalty for William Lester Suff, convicted of strangling 12 prostitutes in a sex crime spree, and asked Superior Court Judge W. Charles Morgan to release their identities.Morgan on Tuesday unsealed the jurors’ names and addresses after a closed hearing with three jurors and an alternate. ’The judge ruled their concerns about publicity failed to meet the legal
standard  of a “compelling governmental interest” for keep­ing the material confidential.But Morgan forbade the newspaper to divulge the infor­mation “to other entities.”Outside court, Morgan’s clerk, ’Ibm Mitchell, said the judge did no t w an t th e  a d d re sse s  published and did not intend to restrict use of the jurors’ names.The newspaper will appeal, attorney Sharon Waters said.“We do believe that is a prior restraint and the restrictions are not justified,” Waters said.“If it’s public information, it’s public information,” she said.’The U.S. Supreme Court has virtually banned prior judicial restraint on publication except in
extreme circumstances.Suff, 45, is a former Riverside County warehouse worker. He was convicted of killing women between 1989 and 1991.He was paroled here from
"W e do believe that is a prior 
restraint and the restrictions are 
not justified."
Sharon W aters
Newspaper attorney
Texas in 1984 after serving 10 years of a 70-year prison sen­tence for beating his baby daughter to death. Sentencing is scheduled Oct. 10.
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111. congressman convicted
By James Webb
A a ocioted Press
CHICAGO (AP) — Rep. Mel Reynolds is considering resign­ing from Congress as he faces a prison sentence for sexual mis­conduct and a continuing federal investigation of his finances.Reynolds was convicted ’Tuesday of criminal sexual as­sault, which carries a man­datory minimum four-year sen­tence, for having sex with a former campaign worker when she was 16 and 17. He was also found guilty of asking her to get him lewd photographs of a 15- year-old girl and trying to sabotage the investigation of the case.Reynolds would not comment Wednesday and his attorneys did not return phone calls while preparing to appeal his CEise. Prosecutors want him jailed during the appeal process, but have not said what sentence they will seek.The conviction does not automatically remove Reynolds from his House seat. But a Reynolds confidant said the con­gressman told him he will resign soon.“He CEm hemg on and try to weather an ethics committee in­vestigation or inquiry, but he doesn’t want to go through that,” said Nate Clay, who said Reynolds called him several times Wednesday. “He didn’t
want to put his family through that.“He does not want to prolong the agony and the pain by fight­ing it out in Congress, so he’s going to resign,” Clay told The Associated Press.Other observers questioned why Reynolds would be so quick to leave his $133,600 yearly salary.“I just don’t know where he would get a job for $11,000 a month and he’s really got finan­cial problems,” said Paul Green, a Governors State University political scientist. “My gut feel­ing would be he would stretch it out just as long as he can.”U.S. Sen. Carol Moseley- Braun, D-Ill., called on Reynolds to resign. Other politicians, including Democratic Mayor Richard M. Daley, Republican Gov. Jim Edgar and House Speaker Newt Gingrich said it was Reynolds’ decision.’The House ethics committee could open its own investigation and recommend expulsion, cen­sure or reprimand of Reynolds. The panel’s recommendation is not binding on the full House.Reynolds’ political career, however, seems destroyed mid­way through his second term. Four potentially strong Democrats are interested in his congressional seat, including the 30-year-old son of civil rights leader Jesse Jackson.
FOOTHILL HACIENDA APARTMENTS
190 CALIFORNIA BLVD. SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA
NOW  ANNOUNQNG THE AVAILABILITY OF 
APARTMENTS FOR 
SCHOOL YEAR '95 AND ‘96
One block from Poly Two bed/ two bath, fully furnished Over 900 Sq. ft. of space 10'12 month Leases $ 840 per month $ 500 Security deposit Special rates for summer On-site laundry facilities Garbage, water, sewer, paid by owners
Come by for a tour or islease call 489-1515  
for more inform ation  
model open daily
TOP TEN REASONS TO GO TO SWANTON PACIFIC RANCH
10. Your friends will think you're cool because you can drive a tractor 
9. The best sunsets are right at your back door 
8. Start (and maybe even finish!) your senior project 
7. No rent and no food bill 
6. Being able to see every star in the sky 
5. Going grocery shopping with at /east three carts 
4. Meeting new and interesting people: you may even like each other 
3. Have the chance to do it all: timber operations, livestock management & crop production 
2. Be a part of Al Smith's vision
1. You'll have something in common with dozens of other Cal Poly Students:
Great memories of a beautiful place!
Swanton Pacific is open to all Cal Poly Students! ( If  you don't do an internship, at least come visit!)
SATURDAY TRIP: October 21,1995
For more information call Brenda Smith, Instructional Cooridinator, (408) 429-1718
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Arguing Affirmative Action
Well before the Civil War, racial segregation was a way of life in the South as well as the North. Blacks were re­quired to live in separate and generally inferior areas, such as hospital cemeteries, streetcars and so forth.Nevertheless, black troops fought with honor, although in segregated military units, in World War II. Further­more, the South was prominent in its hatred for racial in­tegration and its overtness in acting against it. During nonviolent demonstrations, angry mobs attacked the non­violent protestors. Pólice confronted the marchers, and like always, black bodies were found mutilated afler- wards. In 1962, James Meredith was finally admitted into the all-white University of Mississippi only after being es­corted by 12,000 troops. Thereafter, the Birmingham bombings were the worst of them all. In 1963, four little black girls were murdered and others were injured after a bomb exploded in their Sunday School class.In a family of five, my father did an excellent job of raising our family. He has been employed by Xerox for the past 20 years not because he is black, but because he was the best qualified. He said if it wasn’t for affirmative action, he would have never had the opportunity to prove to society that he could be just as effective as his col­leagues.“Life is difficult in itself," he told me, “but when you have a system that’s against you, it makes it twice as dif­ficult to accomplish anything. People shouldn’t hold it against black men who didn’t have the mental strength or ability as I did, as well as many others to overcome an enormous social problem; remember, they were con­demned before they were ever bom, for the color of their skin."When President Johnson took office in 1964, Congress passed the Civil Rights Act which was an attempt to wipe out racial discrimination in the U.S.Among his goals of “The Great Society" was to imple­ment affirmative action. Affirmative action is a commit­ment by an employer, school, or other institution to ex­pand opportunities for the disabled, women, blacks. Hispanice and members of other minority groups.The purpose of this policy was to remedy past injus­tices, intentional or not, that had restricted individuals from work opportunities. Even though Johnson may have had good intentions, affirmative action can’t begin to repair the damage done in the past to African Americans, as well as other minorities.What are my personal feelings about Affirmative Ac­tion? I think that we have to remember that racism is a big part of this country’s history and that it was only 30 years ago that the Civil Rights Act was passed. To give an individual a job on the basis of their skin color is wrong.It is also wrong to discriminate against a person because of their skin, sex or sexual preference. This is a moral issue that involves ethics and what’s right and wrong. I feel that some act of law needs to exist to keep the system in check.It would be unfair to give a student of color whose parents grew up in the 50s a SAT test and expect him to perform as well on it as a white student whose parents grew up in the same time period, lb  expect that would deny injustices that were committed against people of color in the past.We all know who the majority race in population is, as well as the color of the people who basically control the means and production of this country. Look at Wall Street, at all the CEOs, at Congress and the make up of the judicial system. Look at the entertainment industry and Hollywood’s newest “Dream Team,” in addition to last month’s merger between CBS and Westinghouse, and likewise the buyout of ABC by Disney. I really don’t think that affirmative action is taking away from anyone’s cake, but rather a crumb when you look at the entire pic­ture, compared to what minorities, specifically African 
I Americans could be asking for! What it comes down to is I the individual. When you look up the word “success” in the dictionary, there isn’t any one’s name by it, which means that we can all be winners!Louis Green Political Science junior
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The truth behind the O.J. Simpson trial
By Derek Aney
I can’t believe it.Viewers have been calling KTLA in Los Angeles to complain sJbout commercial breaks during testimony of the O.J. Simpson trial. The anchor actually had to go on the air and explain to the viewers why they had to show the commercials.This kind of ignorance on the part of the viewing public is fnghtening. I’m beginning to suspect that they really believe the court system they see on 'TV is real, or the norm. We all know that most of what is broadcast on television is either not real, or absolutely abnormal, right?I had just begun to think that everyone had gotten enough O.J. to last a lifetime, when this happens. Some viewers still can’t get enough of it. They watch the drama unfold into their living rooms and think that this is how justice works in our state. These people probably think that after watching a half-hour program on the Discovery Channel they know what the African Sahara is like. Not.While this trial is real, it does meet the other criteria for broadcast, it is grossly abnormal.’The latest incident is the near dismissal of Judge Lance Ito in what many are now calling the mistrial of the century. Judicial anomaly might also be a good term to describe it, and the disservice being done to the image of our legal system is disheartening at best.Walk into a courtroom in San Luis Obispo and see if courtrooms really look like what is on 'TV. In fact, walk into a court in Anytown, U.SA. and see what is really happening. It will look nothing like the vaudeville show that has dropped anchor in L.A. superior court.Look for the bickering at side bar, the attorneys squab­bling in open court or a Johnny Cochran style ringmaster leading the circus outside. It’s not likely there will even be a still camera in the courtroom, let alone live coverage.There’s a reason for that. Justice generally does not alter it’s course for the sake of the media or public opinion. Viewers don’t get to died a 900 number to vote for the verdict, and despite the mob rule mentality outside the court room doors, proceedings must adhere strictly to a specific legal process.It is this impartiality in the face of the most heinous crimes and the loudest cries of public outrage, that helps assure the right to a fair trial. Even in the extraordinary cases where legal representation turns into a team sport, it is an idea that must take precedence over the docudrama that is slowly unfolding to the delight of
Editor,Norma McCorvey worked next door. 'The original plaintiff in the infamous Roe V. Wade, Supreme court decision (Jan 22, 1973) legalizing abortion in America, has quit her staff job at a Dallas abortion clinic to join Operation Rescue which, not coincidentally, is now head­quartered next door.'The pro-life community recognizes Norma McCorvey’s action as especially courageous considering her being thrust into a leadership role in the abortion rights move­ment. It was this pivotal stance that makes her change of heart so newsworthy. Her statement today validates the worth of a/her child. Her daughter, who was the unborn baby upon whose life the Supreme Court based its decision, is a young woman in her twenties today. This poignant fact is the one luxury afforded to Ms. McCorvey
salivating news room directors.The images broadcast over airwaves to watchful eyes waiting to devour the gavel-to-gavel news feed is more than a stone’s throw from the norm, and this is perhaps the greatest tragedy of the trial.Otherwise, it is a stellar example of our legal system working exactly as it should. This kind of trial demonstrates exactly why our system is set up the way it is. When everything falls apart, and justice is sold to the highest bidder, it is all out in the open for all to see. No secret proceedings, no shady deals. We can turn on KTLA or CNN any time of the day and see what happens when the system is abused.Don’t make the mistake, however, of thinking that what is turning the walls shades of flickering red, green and blue at night when dinner is on the table bears any resemblance to what law is all about. The Simpson trial is the exception to rule, the black sheep and the pink elephant all in one.Turn off the trial, skip the next episode of L.A. Law, and walk down to the superior court to see how a jury trial is normally conducted. Then you can comment on the legal system.The legal system that was once an ingredient in the catalyst for a revolution. A system that many countries have modeled their own after.No elitist judge, or a politically motivated tribunal, but a jury of average citizens sit in judgment of those accused of committing crimes against society. It’s not Brown and Goldman v. Simpson, but the people of the state of California v. Simpson, and it is the people who will decide on a verdict.
Critics of the system often complain that a murderer has unjustly gone free, even though evidence may have been lacking, or was released due to a technicality.It is these “technicalities” that stand between the Bill of Rights and a police state. They are the protection that greatly reduce the chance that an innocent citizen will be locked up before they have been proven guilty.
When people believe that unlawful searches are a mere technicality, as some do, we have some serious educating to do. Let’s start the learning process now. Click off the set, grab a comfy pair of shoes and walk down to 1050 Monterey St. and sit in on a superior court trial. Learn how the system is meant to work, and see the difference between entertainment and law.
that is rarely given to a woman with abortion regrets.'The lives of millions of women Euid their unborn children have been affected and forever altered by Roe v. Wade. If this lone woman can step into the harsh scrutiny of the critical public eye Emd say, “I weis wrong," then there is hope to turn the tide of anti-child sentiment that flows so strongly throughout this country.Pro-lifers pray that the inner strength displayed by Norma McCorvey inspires other women who have been misled and hurt by abortion to recognize that she has thrown open “the closet door."
Mary Alice Altorfer Mary “Pat” Riehle Co-C hairs, S an ta  Maria Right to Life
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Circle Jerks return with raw sounds
By Jason D. Plemons
Summe( Managing Editor
I remember the first time I heard a punk album. It was back in 1980 when I was about 12 years old. The raw chords and aggressive attitude appealed to my adolescent angst and the lyrics spoke about things I could relate to.Bands like Circle Jerks and Black Flag quickly replaced Led Zeppelin and Pink Floyd as my favorites. It was a time when having short hair meant you were a weirdo. And if you wore a pair of Levis 501s and a thrift store shirt, you were “punk".Fifteen years after I heard my first punk record my taste hasn’t changed much. The only real dif­ference is tha t pop music changed from Motley Crue and Poison to bands like l^ul Asylum — both styles lacking any real lyrical talent.During those 15 years, Circle Jerks have gone through several format changes. I remember when they went through their heavy metal phase. I saw them on Headbangeris Ball one night and was thoroughly disgusted. Just like Suicidal Tendencies, it seemed they switched to a for­mat so they could make some money.
Well they’re back.
The Circle Jerks that is. Raw chords, harsh rhythms and lyrics that make you stand up and lis­ten. I’m not sure of their motiva­tion for releasing “Oddities, Ab­
normalities And Curiosities,” but it’s definitely a reversion to their original style.
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Circle Jerks' newest album “Oddities, Abnormalities and Curiosities" 
features (from left) band memlsers Greg Hetson, Keith Morris, Zander 
Schloss and Keith Clark /  Photo by W illie Garcia
Circle Jerks lead man and vocalist Keith Morris describes the new release;
“We have a really diverse album,” Morris said in a press release. “It’s not all in your face. There’s a few things going on that you have to listen for, where
you don’t get it right off the bat. It’s more like a movie youTl watch it again and see something that you didn’t realize was there before.”
When the Circle Jerks first started in 1980, Morris was al­ready a veterjm in the punk scene as the original vocalist for Black Flag before Henry Rollins
took over. Guitarist Greg Hetson was cofounder of the group and also plays with Bad Religion.The music is an interesting mesh of talents when Debbie Gibson provides some supportingvocals on “I Want to Destroy You,” a Soft Boys cover song. Also appearing on the track is Suzie Gardner from L7. The song is about people who sit in front of the television and take in all they see as fact.Overall this deserves a good listen to. If you are a fan of the old school, you may not like it much. But if you can listen to it without thinking about what it used to be, you’ll enjoy it.
Wine Festival offers gourmet treats, auction
By CrifKi Bra^
S u n iTW  Staff W iitM
Afternoon sunlight filters through the trees and falls on long tables in Mission Plaza, where more than forty wineries are pouring their products. Live music enhances the atmosphere while ticket holders wander from table to table tasting the wine and eating gourmet food.If this sounds like a relaxing way to spend an afternoon you only have about a week to wait for the Thirteenth Annual Central Coast Wine Festival.The event will take place on September 2 from noon until 4 p.m. as a fund-raiser for the Arthritis Foundation.“We are hoping to raise $25,000,” said Kena Burke, with the Arthritis Foundation. “We are expecting about 1,200 people to attend.”All of the proceeds will go toward funding local programs and services. According to Burke, about 31,000 people in the San Luis Obispo area are affected by some form of arthritis.Many wineries from San Luis Obispo and Santa Barbara coun­ties donate their wine and at least one employee to pour it, ac­cording to a Corbett Canyon winery spokesperson.For $25, each attendee receives a commemorative vnne glass entitling them to wander all afternoon from table to table tasting wine.
In addition, there will be an auction directed by Archie McLaren, founder and Executive Director of the KCBX Wine Clas­sic.More than 55 packages are planned for the auction, 'from cases of wine to a picnic for two prepared by Chef Em Bashore at the Avila Beach Resort, and even a trip to New York.Participating wineries have donated magnums — oversized bottles — and limited-edition bottles signed by winemakers. These bottles are extremely rare, which makes them collectors’ items, according to Burke.“The concept is to try to upgrade the auction,” said McLaren, who has been involved with the festival for several years.“Because the wine community is my extended family, I try to support and help present them in anyway I can,” McLaren said.The gourmet food served at the festival is provided by local restaurants. The fare is wide- ranging including include Greek, Italian, California Cuisine and Indian.
“The day after the event, there is a notable increase in the number of visitors to the winery,” Gail said. “It is a nice event and everyone has a good time."Wineries participating in the event include, Adelaida Cellars,
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Austin Cellars, Baron Vineyard, Crestón Vineyards, Cottonwood Canyon Vineyard, Harmony Cel­lars, Martin Brothers Winery and Meridian Vineyards.For designated drivers, or those who do not want to par­ticipate in the wine tasting, spe­cial tickets are available which entitle the bearers to receive a package with products not avail­able to the other attendees.
For tickets or more in format tion call the Arthritis Foundation at (800) 549 3153.
‘White Shark’ novel sinks in ‘Jaws’ infamous wake
By Derek Aney
S u m m «  Staff Water
From the author of “Jaws”, the hair-raising fantastic fiction turned film, comes another ocean bom terror of the deep in “White Shark.”While Peter Benchley’s “Jaws” left thousands afraid to go back in the water, his most recent ef­fort may leave many more afraid to go back to the register with another one of his novels.Having already used the most fearsome natural predator in the ocean to wreak havoc on a beach community, Benchley chose to employ the old scientific experi­ment- gone-wrong mutant crea­ture, to do his dirty work.
Peter Benchley is technically a good 
writer. But in this book, the plot 
singly falls opart as fast as the ink 
leaves the pen.
A freak of nature or some kind of mutant product of radia­tion would have been more believable than the scheme Benchley cooks up to bring his monster into the world.I t ’s a N azi s c ie n t is t’s deliberate effort at creating an army of seaborne warriors. The scientist’s work was interrupted by the end of the war, but this one prototype was complete minus a few convenient fatal flaws.The creature was in transit to South America when the U-boat carrying it sank to the bottom of an ocean trench. Fifty years later a National Geographic expedi­tion finds it in a box and loses it overboard on the trip back to civilization. Oops.The Nazi code name for this project translates to white shark, and thus the title of the book. From the beginning of the book it is relatively obvious that a shark is not doing the killing.
What is deceiving about this whole situation is that the cover of the book depicts a large shark apparently swallowing a person. Never happens. In fact, though there is a white shark in the area, no one really believes that it has anything to do with the slaughter of land and sea lifethat is taking place.So what we have is the same scenario as Jaws without the potential of reality that made the original work frightening.Humble shark guru Simon Chase is running out of funds for his research institute on Osprey Island, when the creature emer­ges from the deep. His son Max is visiting him for the first time, as is another scientist from the west coast who may be able to help Chase financially. Thrown into the work is a stereotypical hulking native American who would nobly give his life in bat­tle. He is simply called “Tall Man,” or “Tall” for short.The four of them go about their research as they stumble upon increasingly gory scenes of sea life slaughter. While sailing about minding their own busi­ness, they conveniently run into a former Nazi scientist who tell them what they are up against. Shortly after, the creature comes to them and all is resolved in a few short chapters.Benchley is technically a good writer, and the reading is not at all tedious. But in this book the plot simply falls apart as fast as the ink leaves his pen. Though they are all in jeopardy, there is nothing endearing about the characters to make up for the lack of a good plot, and not enough attention is given to bringing the setting to life.If ever there was a B movie in paperback, “White Shark” is it. I can’t help but wonder if the next cry from Benchley’s beach will be, “Everybody out of the tide pools, rabid clams!”
‘Mortal Kombat’ delivers high-tech fantasy with action-packed fighting
By Ron(iy Hdstsod
Sum m ef Staff W iitw
Do you like pure action movies with just enough plot to drag you from one fight scene to the next?If so, “Mortal Kombat” (MK) is for you. MK is the latest, and by far the best, video game-turned-
SHORT SPORTZ
" A n y  b ites ...? "
movie.Based on the ultra-violent and ultra-popular arcade game, MK tells the tale of several fighters chosen to take part in a tourna­ment to determine the fate of all mortals on Earth. The movie wastes no time introducing the main characters and showing that they can all kick some serious bad-guy butt.The audience meets Liu Kang, Sonya Blade and Johnny Cage in the same period of time that it takes most people to get seated with their refreshments. It soon leams that each of these tough guys (and woman) has a date with destiny, or at least with a few dozen other martial artists.Our three intrepid fighters are taken by ship to a fantasy world where the tournament is to be held. On the way, they meet the evil Shang Tsung and his henchmen, Sub-Zero and Scorpion.As required in most martial arts movies, the acting is some­times painfully bad. Christopher Lambert of “Highlander” f^ ame shows up in a supporting roleas Rayden, a lightning-yielding deity sent to escort the three
See MK page 6
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‘Waterworld’ surfaces with dramatic special effects
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ly Hoother Mdoughlta
S u m m «  Staff Writer
Somewhere in the future, the continent« have been submerged by melting ice cape and the sur­vivors have adapted to a new life-style in “Waterworld.”For all the knocks this $172 million production received from critics, I found it to be highly entertaining and a fantastic con­cept.Kevin Costner is the Mariner, a “fluke of evolution” who has somehow developed webbed feet and tiny gills behind his ears. He sails alone on the seas in his catamaran-like vessel, recycling his urine and protecting his dwindling but sacred lime tree from other ragtag survivors.The people of Waterworld dream and search for one thing — a place called “Drylamd.” This generation of water survivors has never actually seen this place, but scraps from the old world, like maps and plants, fuel their hopes that one day it will appear over the horizon.For Helen and Enola, in­habitants of a deteriorating float­ing community, “Dryland” is their only hope.E nola, p layed by Tina Majorina of “Andre” and “Cor- rina, Corrina,” is the child prodigy whose tattooed back may be the map to “Dryland.” Majorina does an incredible job as the feisty outcast child. It is hard to believe this blue-eyed
youngster is only ten years old, as she acts well beyond her years.Jeanne Tripplehom is Helen, Enola’s beautiful guardian who, of course, falls in love with Costner before the flick is finished. Tripplehom didn't ap­pear to be stuck at sea with a Revlon kit by her side, but in­stead, her natural beauty and tanned skin made her believable as a water survivor.The two girls hook up with the Mariner after the highly feared “Smokers” invade the community in search of the tat­tooed child.
An ocean dwellers main fear, besides the huge water monsters, is this group of sea terrorists called the “Smokers.”The leader of this reckless, pirating crew is the Deacon, played by Dennis Hopper. The chain-smoking Deacon, clad with an eye patch after he is wounded in a battle with the Mariner, leads his followers aboard the ancient Exxon Valdez and gives them false hope about reaching “Dryland.”
Hopper’s character has some funny lines and is entertaining as the seafaring villain. Between his shaved head and bulging veins, it is not difficult to accept him as a madman. My only ques­tion is where he gets his endless supply of cigarettes.
Costner’s character is the only
one not obsessed with the con­cept of “Dryland” as he has swum deep enough to discover the ocean floor, thus realizing that “Dryland” is not above, but below them. But, even the Mariner might be in for a “con­tinental” surprise.
Costner plays his usual humdrum, non-smiling, “too cool for anyone” character who saves the day in the end. If all the characters he has ever played, from “'The Bodyguard” to “A Per­fect World,” were mixed up, no one would know who belongs where because they are all the same!Although the movie doesn’t appear to be the most expensive motion picture of all time, it does offer some movie magic with a tremendous trip to the ocean floor and a ton of special effects, including a scene with Costner swimming like a dolphin and jumping out of the water.Costner even uses himself as live bait by trailing behind his vessel on a rope until the sea monsters pop up to swallow him.
Excluding some of the un­realistic stunts, “Waterworld” is a wild adventure about the sur­vival of the fittest in a world that is constantly in motion. It takes audiences out of their seats and plunges them into a never-en­ding sprawl of deep blue ocean."Waterworld” is playing in downtown San Luis Obispo at the Edwards Fremont Theater.
MK: Computer-rendered special effects make up for the weak storyline
From page 5fighters safely to the tourna­ment. Lambert, the only actor in the movie with any name recog­nition, is woefully underutilized. His character seemed to show up every few minutes only to utter the phrase, “I don’t think so.”A combination of great
choreographed fighting and spec­tacular computer-rendered spe­cial effects made the movie’s weak points easier to swallow. The special effects stole almost every scene and included every­thing from a phantom ship to a high-voltage handshake, all com­puter-generated. Also, several in­
side jokes are spread throughout the movie for those familiar with the arcade game.Flaws aside, MK is a fast- paced martial arts fist feet that never strays from its genre. If nothing else, you do get more punches for the dollar than a Mike 'lyson fight.
^U/VW\CK
Musician sends pianos to Cuba
Astodaltd Pt m s
BERKELEY, Calif. (AP) — A musician frustrated by tlie poor condition of pianos he saw on visits to Cuba has won U.S. ap­proval for a program to send res­tored instruments to the Carib­bean island nation.Berkeley piano tuner Ben­jamin Treuhaft — son of muck­raking journalist Jessica Mitford — says most surviving Cuban pianos have been ravaged by ter­mites or the salty sea air.So he came up with “Send a Piana to Havana,” collecting seven pianos from the San Fran­cisco Bay area and receiving pledges for three dozen more from Chicago, New York and other cities.The Commerce Department’s Office of Nuclear and Missile Technology initially balked, saying pianos violated the U.S. trade embargo against the com­munist nation because they were not humanitarian aid.Finally, on IViesday, the State
Department decided the plan could go ahead.The 47-year-old Treuhaft, who has tuned pianos for 25 years and owns the Underwater Piano Shop — “below C level” — was amused and intrigued that the Office of Nuclear and Missile Technology was involved in the first place.“What’s wrong with sending pianos to Cuba?” he said. “Now if it’s TOW missiles to Iran, that would be different — they’d probably OK that.”
Treuhaft’s workplace is filled with worn tuning pins, hammers and other piano parts. A handful of an tique Steinways and Rosewoods languish in his shop, disembodied and dilapidated. The seven pianos he plans to ship to Cuba are being stored in a nearby warehouse.A half-smoked Cuban cigar sits on a workbench. Hanging on the opposite wall is a black-and- white poster of Cuban President Fidel Castro.
Treuhaft is no stranger to con­troversy — it’s in his blood. His father was Robert 'Treuhaft, a prominent left-wing attorney, his mother Mitford.
A staunch opponent of the em­bargo against Cuba, Treuhaft said he fell in love with the is­land in part because of its em­phasis on education and the per­forming arts. He claims little knowledge of the current politi­cal situation.
“Cuba is the land of music and poetry,” he said. “It’s a shame that it’s running out of pianos partly because of the embargo.”
Aside from restoring old grands and uprights, ’Treuhaft is trying to raise $2,500 to have the pianos shipped by truck in Sep­tember to Tampico, Mexico. From there, the instruments and as­sorted piano parts — now con­sidered tax-deductible because of yesterday’s decision — will be hoisted onto a Cuban freighter bound for Havana.CSU Monterey picks sea otter as its mascot
Astodoted Presi
MON'TEREY, Calif. (AP) — The newest state university is making quite a splash with its mascot.
California State University Monterey Bay has chosen the wet and winsome sea otter as symbol of the ocesmside campus, where classes begin next week.
“Everyone felt that it was most fitting, being here in the Monterey Bay, that the sea otter be the mascot,” university presi­dent Peter Smith said Monday.
Incoming students, staff and faculty were asked to pick be­tween the otter and the orca, otherwise known as the killer whale. Warm and fuzzy won.
The sea otter was hunted to near extinction at the turn of the century because of its thick and lustrous fur. Protected since 1911, the sleek mammal is now a common sight on the central California coast, floating on its back among the kelp as it munches on shellfish.
The cute critter has become a symbol of Monterey Bay, appear­ing on souvenir T-shirts and mugs. Its image also graces the new license plate honoring the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary.
CSU Monterey Bay hasn’t yet chosen an official image of its otter mascot or even decided if it’s male or female. Smith said students will be asked to name it and local artists will be asked to
submit drawings.But don’t look for the otter to compete against the lions, tigers and bears of other colleges. The university, at least for now, will have only intramural teams.
Susan Brown, executive direc­tor of the Monterey-based Friends of the Sea Otter, wel­comed CSU Monterey Bay’s decision. She knew of no other public institution th a t has chosen the sea otter as a mascot.“We think it’s great,” she said. “'The more publicity the otters get the better.”
CSU Monterey Bay, on the old Fort Ord Army base, begins clas­ses next Monday. About 550 stu­dents will start showing up on campus starting on Wednesday.
Woods’ golf fanclub grows
Assedot^  P r e s s ___________
NEWPORT, R.I. (AP) —They climb over stone walls, into sand traps, even up trees to catch a glimpse of Tiger Woods, the player many believe is the future of U.S. golf.During the first two days of the U.S. Amateur Champion­ship, hundreds followed Woods, who last year at age 18 became the youngest U.S. Amateur champion ever.“'That’s the reason I’m here,” Rocky Reeves of Middletown said. “Years down the road, people will be talking about Tiger like they talk about (Jack) Nicklaus and (Arnold) Palmer. I’ll be able to say I saw Tiger Woods back in 1995.”“When my son gets a little older and Tiger’s tearing up the pro tour, he’ll be able to look back on this day and say he got the chance to see him when he came to Newport,” said Miguel Lopes of Portsmouth, who brought his 12-year-old son, Kevin.Woods, who will start his sophomore year at Stanford this fall, was a little embarrassed by the attention, but accepts it.“I had a hard time walking from shot to shot,” he said after Tuesday’s first round of stroke play. “But if I continue on the path of where I want to go, it is only going to get worse. I don’t want to go into seclusion, be­cause that wouldn’t be fair to the public. You have to be recep­tive to it. Accept that that’s the way it has to be.”Woods is concerned, however, about how his fol­lowers affect other golfers. Several times on Tuesday, spec­tators walked into the line of another golfer while trying to watch Woods.“It’s not fair to them,” Woods said.No one could blame the fans for following Woods at Newport
Country Club and Wanumetonomy Golf and Country Club. They came to see his monstrous drives and were not disappointed.“I wanted to see what a 300- yard drive looks like,” said Jim Kenney of Portsmouth. “I know I’m never going to hit one.”“I wanted to see 'Tiger crush the ball,” said 11-year-old Paul Sodergren Jr. of Boston.On 'Tuesday, Woods crushed a 1-iron 300 yards on the seven-
T v e  been hearing about him for 
so lon^ I wanted to see H he 
was the real deal Now  I know 
beis."
Rocky Reeves
Tiger Woods fan
th hole, hit a majestic 330-yard drive on the scenic 11th hole and smacked a 3-wood 340 yards to the green on the 14th.“I’ve been hearing stories about him for so long, I wanted to see if he was the real deal,” Reeves said. “Now I know he is.”While many fans came to see Woods hit the long ball, they left with an admiration for his entire game and the manner in which he conducts himself.“It’s just unbelievable what he can do with a golf ball,” said Bob Maynard of Portsmouth, a member at Wanumetonomy for 12 years. “I saw him hit an ap­proach shot on the first hole that landed on the top side of the green. Normally, the ball won’t stop and will roll into the sand trap. But his just stopped four feet from the hole. Nobody does that. He can do things that not too many people have ever been able to do.”aASSIFIEDTOÂDVBmsimitüSTÂMCDJUiraÀSSinws, cm isé-ms
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No exp necessary, ror Info.
Call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C60056
RESORT JOBS- Earn to $12/hr4^Tlps 
Theme Parts, Hotels. Spas 'f more 
Tropical & Mountain destinations. 
Call 1-206-632-0150 ext. R60053
E1®@!1qI®2E5
CASH FOR COMICS & GAMING ITEMS 
NEW COMICS THURSDAY MORNINGS! 
NEW GAMES WEEKLY. THE SUB COMICS 
GAMES & POSTERS 785 MARSH 541-3735
CASH PAID FOR USED CD'S.TAPES.i 
IP 'S  CHEAP THRILLS AND RECYCLED 
RECORDS 563 HIGUERA NEW RELEASE 
CD'S ONLY $12.98 OPEN M-SAT TO 9
SUMMER MUSTANG 
CLASSIFIEDS
HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX 
LOCATED AT THE U.U. INFO DESK. 
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP DAILY 
AT 11:00 AM.
WORD PROCESSINGAASER PRINTS 
MAC/PC OR TYPEWRITER 783-0426
« YMiacaagiE©
1984 NISSAN SENTRA 4D WAGON STK 
GOOD CONDITION 2K/OBO 541-40231
ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER 
24 HOUR LIFELINE-CONFIDENTIAL 
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING 
541-CARE (541-2273)
GRE LSAT
Mark Stewart's on-campus prep. 
Starts 9/5. $275. C a l 549-6482
PLAY THERAPY
Instruction & Training 
4-Week Course
PLAY THERAPY CLINIC 549-9600
CASH FOR COLLEGE.900,000 GRANTS 
AVAIL. No repayment - EVERI 
Qualify Immed. 1(800)243-2435
OPPORTUNITY
MAKE SOME MONEY-FLEXIBLE HOURS 
CALL SUZI SMITH •  541-34391
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-
Fishing Industry. Earn to 
$3,000-$6,006»Anonlh *  benefls. 
Male/Female. No experience 
necessary (206)545-4155 ext A60055
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK. Make ix> 
to $2.000-$4,000 Wmo. teaching 
basic conversational English In 
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No 
teaching background or Asian 
languages required.For Information 
CJl; {206) 632-1146 ext. J60053.
WANTED VOLLEYBALL & CROSS­
COUNTRY
COACHES.CONTACT MARCI 
JEFFERSON AT 781-728211
3 BEDROOM 2 1/2 BATH LUXURY CONDO 
$1,250.00/M0. INFO. IN BROCHURE 
BOX AT 415 NO. CHORRO 543-8370
EVER HOnCE HOW PtOl\.E 
ALWAVS TRV TO DO TWO
■miNGS AT OUCE ? WATCH TN WUIUE THE^  EAT,
IH E V  T A L K  O N  TH E  PHONE 
W H ILE  THEV D R IV E . THEV
at
THEV U S T E H  TO M VSIC  W HILE 
THEV W ORK..,
PEOPLE NEVER LOCUS ON 
ANV ONE THING TO EN.IOV 
IT OR Do IT WELL
V OU'RE B R EA K IN G  A k f  R K U S  
NV C D N Œ N T R A T IO N  O N  DOING 
/  N O T H IN G
ÌS iw à ie
FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE LARGE 
SANTA MARGARITA HOME FULL HOUSE 
PRIVILEGES $350 PER MO INCLUDES 
UTILiTIES AVAIL 10/1 CALL 438-4427
l o m e s  ( q ïJ ç a le ^ :  ^3
CUTE & COZY 2*DEN/1 GREAT FOR 
STUDENT $16,900 CALL 481-3427
FIve-Plex lor only $329K. Near 
Poly & Town. Quiet neighborhood. 
Large Assumable Adjustable loan 
Owner may carry. Ca* now 
Dr. Om Ball 546-4895, Broker- 
Assodate Century 21 
San Luis Properties
FREE LIST OF ALL HOUSES & CONDOS 
FOR SALE IN SLO. Farell Smyth R/E 
Steve Nelson *~543-8370—
NEW CUSTOM 
HOME
3 BED. 2X BATH. DECK AND TILE 
FIREPLACE. WALK TO POLY. 
DOWNTOWN 
CALL (805) 543-8495!
B S i i g i o Ä
ST. ANNE Byzantine Catholic Church 
222 Foothill, ph 543-8883. Moss
9 am daily, 10 am Sundays 
Hosara 1/2 hour before masi 
Fr. Edmund Idranyl Pastor
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SAT: High school, college test scores increase
From page 1
High school seniors also posted gains on advanced place­ment tests for college, showing that a new generation of stu­dents is ready for higher educa­tion, Eastin said.But the schools chief said the percentage of high school graduates enrolled in the University of California and California State University has dropped 20 percent in a decade.Eastin called the problem a “serious waste of human poten­tial."“The reasons for this may be attributed to lack of funds, availability of scholarships or proper counseling and guidance,” she said.their first or only language. Na­
tionally, 8 percent said they spoke another language before they learned English. In Califor­nia, 20 percent spoke another language first.The name of the examination was changed to the Scholastic Assessment Tbst from Scholastic Aptitude Test when it was revised last year.High school seniors also posted gains on advanced place­ment tests for college, showing that a new generation of stu­dents is ready for higher educa­tion, Eastin said.But the schools chief said the percentage of high school graduates enrolled in the University of California and California State University has dropped 20 p>ercent in a decade.
Professor honored for service
TREE: Opponents say trees were wrongly cut
From page 1
older alumni if they were to slip on them.”According to Shockley, the trees were cut for three reasons:space, safety and the overall plan itself.“The whole thing will be at­tractive once it’s all completed, but it’s sad the trees had to go,” he said.Others on campus seem to disagree however. Two Cal Poly students complained that the trees were cut for all the wrong reasons.M echan ical en g in e e rin g  senior John Franger said if the trees had caused damage to the structure it would be a different story, but he doesn’t see the reasons behind killing three trees that didn’t interfere.“I don’t  agree with what has happened,” Franger said. “I don’t see the point. It looked healthy
and it added to the scenery. There are beautiful patios in o ther places where tree s  provided shade instead of having to use umbrellas.“Los Angeles is a concrete jungle, not San Luis Obispo,” he added.M echan ical en g in e e rin g  senior Paul Davis echoed Franger’s views by admitting that he had changed the struc­ture of his own house in order to allow a tree to grow.Davis showed his disbelief on how old the tree actually was.“I don’t know how old it is, but I’m going to count the rings on the stump to figure it out,” Davis said. “Even if it is only 50-years- old, it still outlives the Alumni House.“'The patio will now be in the sun. 'This will decrease using the environment in our favor,” he added.
By Michael Kouhnoa
Sum m ef Staff Writer
A Cal Poly professor has joined the ranks of such intel­lectual giants as Alexander Graham Bell and Andrew Car­negie as one of the newest Fel­lows of the American Statistical Association (ASA).Statistics professor Jay Devore was one of 48 in­dividuals to be honored with the title of Fellow at a presentation in Orlando, Fla. on Aug. 13.Devore was singled out from 19,000 members of the or­ganization for his distinguished service to the profession of statistical science.“It’s made me feel great,” Devore said. “It’s always nice to be recognized by your peers. It also gives a good name to your department and to the univer­sity.”According to Devore, sig­nificant service to the profes­sion, and editorial and commit­tee contributions are key factors in being named a fellow to the ASA.“Most fellows are in educa­tion,” Devore said. “But many are from non-academic profes­sions, and half of those are from the private sector.”Devore is a member of several other academic associa­tions including the Institute of Mathematical Statistics and Phi Beta Kappa, a liberal arts society.According to Devore, mem­bership into the ASA is attained by applying to the association. 'Ib become a fellow though, a member must be nominated and then selected by other members of the association.“A group of individuals send the association a nomination describing the accomplishment of the person involved,” Devore
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Statistics proFessor Jay Devore explains some statistical theory to students 
during a class at Cal roly /  Photo by Joseph P. Johnston
said.Devore, who came to Cal Poly in 1977, has also worked at the University of Florida as a visiting faculty member.In collaboration with statis­tics department chair Roxy Peck, Devore began to write a
textbook in the summer of 1977. The book took five years to write and is now in its 4th edi­tion.The text, Probability Statis­tics for Engineering and the Sciences, is used at over 100 universities Devore said.
WINDOWS: software released despite obstacles
From page 1Problems, especially in making the software compatible with thousands of existing programs and hardware devices, delayed the launch.In recent weeks, the com­pany’s plan to include the access software for Microsoft Network with Windows 95 prompted ques­tioning by the Justice Depart­ment’s antitrust division. Com­petitors had complained that tac­tic would allow Microsoft to use its dominance in operating software to control the on-line market.But the Justice Department said this month its investigation would not be finished in time to affect the product’s launch.And so Microsoft’s marketing machine has droned on.As 'Thursday broke around the world, the company staged publicity stunts in several cities. In Sydney, Australia, there was a barge holding a four-story Win­dows logo. In France, a special.
16-passenger “Windows com­patible” automobile is loaded with computers and an infrared data link.Events are planned ’Thursday in at least 40 North American cities.'The new software won't be available until November in severed Asian countries, includ­ing Japan, 'Taiwan and Korea. 'The Chinese version won’t go on sale until next year.A delay until November for a version to be released in Quebec, attributed to the need for special packaging and registration  cards, drew a protest from provincial leaders.Many computer stores have been decorated with Windows 95 displays and a number, including CompUSA, Future Shop, Office Depot, Computer City, Egghead and Office Max, planned to open at 12:01 a.m. Thursday for people who couldn’t wait until morning to buy it.
Teen amasses an unprecedented $150,000 from New Line Cinema for her screenplay
By Cvolsns Longls
Asoctated Press
State workplace deaths declining
By Sandro Ana Harrii
AÚociated Press
SACRAMEN'TO (AP) — Going to work is deadly.A study issued Wednesday said 601 California workers died in the workplace last year. 'The No. 1 cause of death was transportation accidents, fol­lowed by homicides and falls.Four workers were fatally at­tacked by animals while on the job, 25 workers killed themsel­ves, 10 died in fires, nine drowned, 28 were struck by fall­ing objects.
'The number of workers mur­dered on the job last year was 156, compared with 205 in 1993. 'The total number of 1994 deaths fell 8.5 percent from 1993.“'The decline in workplace fatalities is undeniable good news," said Lloyd W. Aubry Jr, director of the California Depart­ment of Industrial Relations, which compiled the report.“But we can be even more en­couraged by the decline in workplace homicides,” Aubry said, attributing that to better security precautions and in­creased attention to threats in­volving co-workers.
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Jes­sica Kaplan had written essays for her high school classes — but they never got her $150,000.'That was left to “Powers ’That Be,” a screenplay she wrote in eight months in her junior year. New Line Cinema bit, giving Kaplan a movie deal at the age of 17.While top screenwriters such as Shane Black, W illiam Goldman and Joe Eszterhas typi­cally earn several million dollars for scripts, a six-figure sale is un­heard of for someone as young and inexperienced as Kaplan.Success hasn’t  spoiled her. ’The articulate and mature teen said it’s the work — not the money — that counts.“The more I focus on the deal and the money, the more my writing suffers,” Kaplan said in an interview ’Tuesday.“Powers 'That Be” is about white, affluent suburban teen­agers who seek an identity by latching onto black hip-hop cul­ture and gangsta rap.
“It’s mindless exploitation. These rich kids get attracted to it, then get in trouble and then turn their backs on it,” Kaplan said. “The whole hip-hop culture began from oppression. It’s an es­tablished culture and an es­tablished reality.”
A subplot centers on a teacher who serves as a voice-of-reason adviser for the students but then gets involved in an inappropriate relationship.
Kaplan said teens at private schools all over Los Angeles are fascinated by hip-hop and gang culture, but she felt it was im­portant to distance herself from it. “I have a certain balance,” she said. “Some of my best friends are 15, some are 18, 25 and 50. I never really let myself get entire-
"I have a certain balance. Some 
of my best friends are 15/ some 
are 1 8 , 25 and S O . I never really 
let myseK get entirely involved 
in teen life because I think it's 
fimiting.”
Jessko Kaplan
Screenwriter
ly involved in teen life because I think it’s limiting.
“I’ve always been on the adolescent periphery.”'The contract is a nice begin­ning for the film fanatic, who dreams of making her own movies.
“I make a lot of Super-8 (for­mat) films with my fnends. And I’ve always crawled around art galleries and made collages and stuff,” she said. “But my overrid­ing obsession is with films.”
A senior at Crossroads, a col­lege preparatory school in Santa Monica, Kaplan plans to attend a local college part-time so she can
be free to write screenplays. She said she will put her earnings into directing and producing her own film later on.
Kaplan was an intern at a video production company when owner Jack F. Murphy read her script and took it to colleagues at New Line Cinema.
Single Cell Pictures, headed by R.E.M. lead singer Michael Stipe, will produce the film.
“Michael loves this material. He flipped over it,” said Sandy Stem, Stipe’s co-producer. “We sent it to him in Berlin where he was at the time and he just loved it. 'These are the kinds of films he wants to be making.”
Stem said his company is pur­suing the three actors Kaplan had in mind: Christian Slater, Ethan Hawke and Stephen Dorff.
New Line Cinema spokesman Steve Elzer said the film may be on screens in a year or two.
Kaplan is fine-tuning the script without a deadline, which New Line officials said would hinder her creativity. 'The budget is expected to be about $5 million — one sixth the cost of the average studio film. 'That doesn’t bother Kaplan.
“I hop>e and I think it will be more of a low-budget film,” she said. “It doesn’t need a big budget. ’The more money you pour into something the more watered down the material gets.”
